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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the family of SWAAM codes which were developed by Argonne National
Laboratory to analyze the effects of sodium-water reactions on LMR steam generators. The SWAAM
codes were developed as design tools for analyzing various phenomena related to steam generator
leaks and the resulting thermal and hydraulic effects on the steam generator and the intermediate
heat transport system (IHTS). The paper discusses the theoretical foundations and numerical
treatments on which the codes are based, followed by a description of code capabilities and
limitations, verification of the codes and applications to steam generator and IHTS designs.

INTRODUCTION

Design of LMR steam generators and the Ih'TS requires consideration of leaks in the steam
generator, the resulting sodium-water reactions and their effects on the integrity of the steam
generators and the IHTS. Due to the complexity of the phenomena and the geometry of the system
involved it was decided early that comprehensive computer codes be developed to analyze the steam
generator leaks and responses of the IHTS.

The famiiy of SWAAM codes were developed to address the various aspects of steam
generator leaks. SWAAM-II analyzes the immediate time-dependent leak rates, sodium-water
reactions, propagation of the resulting pressure energy, and the IHTS response. SWAAM-LT
addresses the long-term thermal and hydraulic effects which prevail after the immediate pressure
effects diminish.

SWAAM-LT is based on a single-phase flow model. For analysis of certain steam generator
designs, for example ones with cover-gas spaces, a single-phase flow model tends to be restrictive
and its application rather limited. SWAC-13/SWAC-13E are based on a two-phase flow model,
and treat the gross mixing of sodium and gas phases. SWAC-13/SWAC-13E were obtained from
Japan as part of an exchange agreement between the U. S. and Japan, and included in the SWAAM
code famiiy.

In the remainder of this paper, status of the development of the above three codes is
described, including the theoretical bases, numerical techniques, code validation, and finally
applications to the steam generator, IHTS, and other related system designs.
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DESCRIPTION OF SWAAM CODES

SWAAM-II Code

SWAAM-ll consists of the following five main modules in which the various aspects of tube
teaks, sccium-water reactions, and propagation of their effects are solved numerically:

( 1 ) Reaction-bubble dynamics module
( 2 ) Water-side system transient module
( 3 ) Soaium-sice system transient module
( 4 ) Sodium-side two-dimensional transient mcriule
( 5 ) Rupture-disk structural dynamics module

The reaction-bubble dynamics module of SWAAM-II is an improvement over other existing
models [1,2] in that it treats rigorously the energy contributions from all the constituents of the
reaction bubble in a time-dependent manner as compared to the other models where the reaction
was assumed to be instantaneous and complete. The reaction model of SWAAM-II is a slight
variation of the model proposed by Tregoning [3]. The SWAAM-II reaction model [4] is formulated
such that the bubble dynamics may be described via a single parameter which is to be determined
experimentally.

Reaction-bubble dynamics is coupled to the water-side system transient as well as to the
response of the sodium neighboring the bubble. The water-side system transient module calculates
the time-dependent leak rate by solving the two-phase water/steam flow in the steam generator
tube system [5,6]. Both the reaction-bubble dynamics and the water-side transient modules
require steam table routines which are also part of SWAAM-II. In the computation of sodium-side
system transient [7], effects of plastic deformation of pipes [8] and sodium column separation [9]
are rigorously treated.

In the immediate neighborhood of the reaction bubble in the steam generator, especially
early during the reaction, it is desirable to treat the sodium-side transient two-dimensionally.
The two-dimensional transient module of SWAAM-ll may be used to compute local details of
pressure and flow distributions [10,11] in parallel with the one-dimensional system transient.
Finally, the rupture-disk structural dynamics module computes the structural dynamics of thin-
membrane spherical-shape rupture disks, which is coupled to the sodium transient [12]. Column
separation at the interface of the rupture disk and the sodium is an important aspect, and is
rigorously treated [12].

The numerical techniques used in the computation of fluid transients, including two-phase
water/steam flows of the water-side system, are based on the method of characteristics. The only
exception in this is that the interior nodes of the water-side system model are solved by the two-
step Lax-Wendroff scheme because of possible shock wave formation [5]. Structural dynamic
response of the rupture disks is solved using a finite-element method [12].

SWAAM-LT Code

A number of computer codes have been developed for analysis of the long-term effects of
sodium-water reactions [13-16]. However, it was decided early that ANL develop its own long-
term analysis code in order to maximize the general-purpose capabilities of the SWAAM code
series in anticipation of the need to handle various types of steam generators, alternate IHTS
designs, and other reiated components.



SVVAAiVl-LT is a one-dimensional system cede based en an incompressible single-phase flow
mcdel. "he liquid socium and gas phases in general are assumed to be separated by distinct
nterfacss. ana compressibility is ;aken emireiy by 'he gas phases. The code tracks the interfaces
as pan of :he general computation. This mccel is justified because an LMR usually features only a
imitea ;nc:usicn of gas chases. Even in an event of a sodium-water reaction, the gas phases are
net excected to spread wideiy: hence, the socium anc gas phases will tend to remain largely
separated :rcm each other.

Numerically, the SWAAM-LT model of a system is constructed of pipes and junctions; the
pipes representing fluids with certain velocities and the junctions containing fluids, gases, or both
at certain pressures. A simple iteration scheme is used at any time to solve for the pipe velocities
and junction pressures of a system. SWAAM-LT includes the following junction types to model a
system:

(1 ) Reaction bubble
( 2 ) Reaction products tank
( 3 ) Pressurizer
(4 ) Cover gas
( 5 ) In-line rupture disk
( 6 ) Fluid reservoir/Simple junction
( 7 ) Friction junction/Pump junction

The reaction-bubble junction is where the gas phase is generated and energy is input as a
result of the sodium-water reaction. In the reaction-prcducts-tank junction, the sodium and gas
phases are separated and the gas phases vent to the atmosphere through the stack pipe upon opening
of the rupture disk when pressure reaches a set value. The pressurizer contains both liquid
sodium and gas phases. The cover-gas junction enables modeling of steam generator types that have
cover-gas spaces. A formula for mixing of sodium and gas phases is assumed, and the venting of
the mixture to the reaction-products tank through the relief pipe is provided for. Again venting
from the cover-gas junction is initiated by opening of the cover-gas-space rupture disk.

The in-line-rupture-disk junction models the in-sodium rupture disk. The fluid-
reservoir junction is a sodium-filled junction with some associated volume, which may be used to
model steam generator plena or the like. The simple junction is a special case of the fluid-
reservoir junction that has no volume. The simple junction may be used to break up a long pipe
into a number of shorter pipes to obtain needed details. The friction junction is used to model
valves, an orifice, perforated plates, or other types of concentrated pressure losses. The pump
junction represents pumps, including pump trips, in which a simple parabolic pump
characteristic curve is incorporated.

SWAC-13/SWAC-13E Codes

SWAC-13 and SWAC-13E are two-phase, one-dimensional system codes developed by
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) of Japan for analysis of the
quasi-steady flow effects of sodium-water reactions. In cases where small or medium size leaks
persist for any extended period of time or in other cases where gross mixing of sodium and gas
phases occur, it is not practical possible to use a single-phase flow model.

The SWAC-13 code is the first version based on a three-equation model. This model consists
of two continuity equations, one continuity equation for each phase, and one mixture momentum
equation. In this model, the temperatures are user-specified. SWAC-13E is the updated version of
the SWAC-13 code based on a four-equation model where the energy equation is added and
temperatures are calculated.



Similarly to the SWAAM-LT mode), the SWAC-13/SWAC-13E model represents a system
by nodes and links. And pressures and void fractions (and temperatures) of the nodes and velocities
of the links are solved iieratively. The nodes and links of SWAC-13/SWAC-13E are equivalent to
the junctions and pipes, respectively, of SWAAM-LT. Sub-links are used to further divide links
into shorter lengths, just as the simple junctions are used in SWAAM-LT to cut a long pipe into
shorter lengths.

VERIFICATION OF SWAAM CODES

SWAAM-II Code

The individual modules of SWAAM-II were first validated using available test data
appropriate for the specific modules. For example, the one-dimensional sodium-side module,
including the fluid-structure interaction resulting from pipe plastic deformation, was validated
against pipe deformation test data [17]. Similarly, validation of the column separation model and
the coupled rupture disk dynamics model of SWAAM-II are discussed in Ref. 18.

The major source of experimental data used in the verification of the SWAAM codes is the
Large Leak Test Rig (LLTR), the main components of which are shown in Fig. 1 and described in
Refs. 19 and 20. The LLVR includes a reaction vessel which houses the steam generator heat
transfer tubes, a reaction products tank, surge tank, rupture disk relief system, and upper and
lower piping systems. The tube-side of the LLTR includes a mechanism for causing a double-ended
guillotine leak within the reaction vessel as well as the equipment needed to feed either
steam/water or a non-reactive gas to the ruptured tube. The SWAAM-II computational model of the
sodium side of the LLTR is shown in Fig. 2. Verification was based on two tests run in the LLTR
(see Refs. 4 and 21 for more details): a reactive test using subcooled water at 1700 psig and a
non-reactive test using nitrogen at the same pressure and temperature. This latter test allowed
one to evaluate the more mechanical features of the SWAAM code and the numerical methods
employed. The complexities associated with the chemical dynamics of the reaction zone were not
present in this test nor were the transient thermal hydraulics of the water/steam injection
process.

Figure 3 compares pretest code predictions with LLTR data for the nonreactive test.
Agreement is excellent for the first 60 ms of this experiment - well beyond the period of peak
pressure in the bubble region.

The reactive test provides a much more comprehensive verification of the SWAAM
methodology. As shown in Fig. 4, agreement between experiment and code predictions is again
excellent. The bubble pressure rose from its 125 psig initial value to a peak of 365 psig in about
8 msec. The following depressurization was a result of the rupture disk response and the action of
the LLTR relief system. The wave-transit time between the rupture disk and the reaction zone is
approximately 3 msec and, hence, disk response and bubble dynamics are closely coupled
throughout the transient.

Agreement with experiment is also quite good in sections of the system that are far removed
from the reaction zone. Figure 5, which shows a comparison between experiment and computation
at a position in the upper piping run of the LLTR, is typical of the results obtained with SWAAM.
Both the onset of fluid column separation and subsequent recollapse are accurately predicted. It
should be noted that predictions such as these require the use of a time-dependent reaction rate
coefficient, L, which is an empirical parameter related to several complex effects (such as
reaction temperature) in the reaction zone and for which no experimental data is available. It is
true, however, that SWAAM results are not highly sensitive to the values of L and, hence, quite



reasonable agreement with experiment can be obtained with only a modest degree of numerical
experimentation prior to prediction of a specific test.

It is worth noting that the complex nature of the response of the LLTR relief system can
result in some r9cicns where SWAAM predictions differ from experimental observations. The
double, reverse buckling rupture disks used in this system do not fail simultaneously and the
;iming of disk failure is certainly dependent on complex, three-dimensional flow and structure
'nteractions that are net modeled by SWAAM. As a result, there are regions of the pressure traces
such as those shown in Fig. 6, where test data shows a continued compressed state while the code
predicts prior pressure relief. Such variations are not, however, qualitative in nature and overall
system response prediction is excellent.

SWAAM-LT Code

In some design applications, the major interest is in the relatively long-term response of
the steam generator rather than in the rapid transients associated with initial relief system
response. In such cases, gross motion of sodium and reaction product streams becomes a major
concern and the modeling assumptions and code capabilities must be altered. In addition, validation
data extending over seconds rather than milliseconds is now of interest. The SWAAM-LT code was
developed for such long-term analyses and the code validation data was obtained from the SWAT-3
experiments [22] performed by Japan's Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuels Corporation (PNC). In
addition, SWAT-3 short-time response was modeled using SWAAM-II and an earlier form of the
same code.

The data obtained by PNC from the SWAT-3 test facility was used by Japan in the design and
evaluation of their helical coil steam generator for the Monju reactor. Figure 7 shows the
arrangement of SWAT-3 for Run 3; the run used in validation of SWAAM-LT. In Fig. 8, a SWAAM
model is shown which was used in predicting the short time behavior of a similar test in SWAT-3.
The system and experimental differences between this test rig and the LLTR series required the use
of a different value of the reaction rate parameter L; however, as shown in Fig. 9, the comparison
of the predicted early transient with experiment is still quite good.

In the original form of SWAAM-LT, two-phase flow within the piping system was not
modeled and calculations stop when sodium enters a gas-filled tee or when reaction zone gases
reenter the original bubble region. A modification was therefore implemented which allows
continued computation beyond these times.

Figure 10 shows the SWAAM-LT model of the LLTR used in the initiai validation analysis
and Fig. 11 is a comparison of test data with LLTR data [23]. This particular calculation was a
model of an intermediate leak experiment and was used to gain a better understanding of how the
leak rate scenario would effect predictions made by SWAAM-LT. For such leaks, where the initial
leak rate is quite low and only progresses to a moderate level before rupture disk opening, the
transient times are relatively long compared to those observed in validation tests used to evaluate
SWAAM-II. Based on evaluation reports of the LLTR test, two leak scenarios were postulated and
the slower of these, "leak A," showed excellent agreement with experiment.

To treat the SWAT-3 test, which extends to times even greater than those used in the LLTR-
based validation of SWAAM-LT, it was necessary to employ the network model shown in Fig. 12
[24]. For such extended transients, effects such as the local effective friction factor can have no
noticeable impact on predictions at the proximity of the reaction point while a major impact at
points in the system away from the reaction point. In the particular SWAT-3 experiment used for
validation, these are illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14. Notice the little effect that the assumed
middle-leg friction factor has on the evaporator pressure as shown in Fig. 13. At the superheater,
away from the evaporator however, the same assumption is shown to have a rather large impact at
the superheater as illustrated in Fig. 14. In general, the SWAAM-LT validation comparisons,



while not as close as the SWAAM-II validation comparisons observed in the early-time, large leak
experiments, are still quite satisfactory and, in addition, give excellent qualitative information on
overall system behavior for an extended period after the initiating event.

SWAC-13/SWAC-13E Codes

THE SWAC-13 code was verified using SWAT-3 test data [22], and the verification results
are reported in [25], which is briefly discussed here. As noted above, SWAT-3 is the test facility
that PNC built and operated to support development of the Japanese Monju steam generators and to
generate data to verify their sodium-water reaction analysis computer codes. As shown in Fig. 7,
the SWAT-3 test facility includes both the evaporator and the superheater, the relief system with
the reaction-products tank, and the IHX, although the superheater and the IHX are quite simplified.
The evaporator is the test model of the Monju helical-coil type steam generator which has a cover-
gas space.

Results of the comparison of four different SWAT-3 tests with calculation results of
SWAC-13 are discussed in [25]. These comparison indicate general good agreements for the
transient pressures in the evaporator and in the superheater. This indicates the general validity of
the theoretical basis and the numerical techniques used in SWAC-13.

In some instances, however, the agreements were not as close as those observed in the
SWAAM-II validations. Basically, there exist two input parameters in SWAC-13 calculations that
affect the results significantly; the hydrogen conversion ratio and node temperatures. This was
r.dicated in the comparisons. In addition, the reaction vessel of SWAT-3 system has a lower aspect
ratio than that of LLTR system, which together with the presence of a cover-gas space add to the
difficulties of a close prediction. Nevertheless the comparisons shown indicated quite satisfactory
qualitative agreements.

SWAC-13E is the latest version of SWAC-13, and no information is available on
verification of the extended features of SWAC-13E. As described earlier, SWAC-13E calculates
the node temperatures instead of specifying them as input data as was done in SWAC-13.

APPLICATION OF SWAAM CODES

The SWAAM codes, developed and verified against test data as described above, have been
applied to various aspects of LMR developments and related activities. Applications of the SWAAM
codes have been performed largely by steam generator vendors and reactor manufacturers in the
U.S. These include Westinghouse, Babcock & Wilcox, and General Electric. The SWAAM codes have
been used by the industry in connection with development of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor,
post-CRBR LMRs, and most recently by ANL for analysis of advanced LMR systems in response to
early regulatory questions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper described the family of SWAAM codes developed at Argonne National Laboratory
in support of development of steam generator and IHTS systems of LMRs. As discussed in this
paper, it is believed that SWAAM codes are based on sound theoretical foundation and sound
numerical techniques. Results of the verifications discussed in the paper indicate that SWAAM
codes are not only individually validated but also have been validated as a whole as an integral code
system.



SWAAM-II is suitable where detailed analysis of various immediate effects of sodium-
water reactions is of interest. On the other hand, SWAAM-LT is applicable to long-term effects
where the liquid sodium and gas phases are largely separated. In applications where the two phases
are expected to grossly mix, the SWAC-13/SWAC-13E codes should be considered.
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